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INTRODUCTION
We have spent nearly two decades of time researching Indian Marker Trees studying thousands of
trees, interviewing tribal elders, and searching the literature to determine the skills that were
needed to culturally modify a tree into the many characteristic shapes that have been observed. In
all of that time, there is still no clear answer to that question.
Jerry Wolfe, Beloved elder of the Eastern Band of the Cherokee Indians told us that he thought
there were specialists who were called on by members of the tribe who then bent a tree for a
specific purpose. Dr. James Jefferson, tribal elder of the Southern Ute Nation, said he would have
to know the family to know why a tree was bent and for what purpose. Eddy Red Eagle, elder of
the Osage Nation, said that the Marker Trees were part of their culture but that they could not do
that today as they did not know how it was done.
Wallace Coffey, Chief of the Comanche Nation
said that he believed the bender of Comanche
trees would have to continue to revisit the tree
over years to coax it into its final shape. No
tribal elder whom we have interviewed knows
how the trees were modified or, at least, they are
not sharing this sacred knowledge.
In 2018, Chief Standing Bear and a delegation
of Osage tribal members, traveled to the Smallin
Cave in SW Missouri to plant a new Marker
Tree to replace one that was dying. As can be
seen in the picture, the new tree is not bent at
the sharp 90-degree angles usually found in
Marker Trees. The original Smallin Cave
Marker Tree which Margaret Wills sat on a
young girl shown to the right has her sitting on
that tree many years later.

Chief Standing Bear, Osage Nation, 2018

Diane and I began writing our book, Mystery of
the Trees in the winter of 2009 and finished it in
late 2010. We had to wait until late 2011 when
there was enough money to publish it. In writing
the book in 2009, we had some data on the
Marker Trees at that time but speculation was
our only recourse for discussing how the

Original Smallin Cave Marker Tree
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Indians bent the trees. We hired a graphic artist to help us convey our perceived thoughts on how
the trees were modified. During this quarantine period of 2020, I stumbled onto the original
drawings of the perceived bending diagrams and was somewhat surprised at how close those
diagrams may be.
A decade after writing the book and studying the trees in much greater detail across the US and
Canada, our speculations of how some of the trees were modified may not have been too far off.
We can not begin to speculate on every bent shape as there are just too many. In 2018, we wrote
our report, Categorizing Indian Marker Trees (www.mountainstewards.org/research-reports)
wherein we divided the Marker Trees into ten major categories. Each of those categories have
several sub-categories. Our categories are: Directional, Burial, the “4”, the Specialty, GoalPost, Grafted, Spirit, Story, Treaty/Council and Solstice/Equinox trees.
Fellow author and colleague, John Wesley Anderson, in his first book published in 2016, Ute
Indian Prayer Trees of the Pikes Pike Region began defining with nomenclature the typical Ute
trees found throughout Colorado. He categorized the Ute trees as Trailmaker/Directional,
Medicine/Pealed Bark/Utility, Burial, Story and Prophesy/Ceremonial. In his 2018 book,
Native American Prayer Trees of Colorado he went on to offer a chart diagram on how to
recognize the signs in order to identify these Indigenous trees.
Fellow authors and colleagues, Steve Houser, Linda Pelon and Jimmy W. Arterberry in 2016
published their book, Comanche Marker Trees of Texas. In chapter 4 of that book, Jimmy
Arterberry, Comanche Tribal Preservation Officer provides a Comanche Tree Taxonomy in which
he described and detailed the numerous
types of Comanche Marker Trees to be
found in Texas. These categories are:
Turning, Burial, Ceremonial, Medicine,
Treaty/Council trees. Some of those trees
are now being found in Colorado where
the Comanche traveled in their cultural
history.
Speculation on the Directional Marker
Trees
Directional Marker Trees are most often a
single tree bent to point toward a trail, a
water source, a stream crossing, a grave, a
village and some other directional
purposes. The typical configuration is to
bend a tree horizontally for a short distance
and then bend it back vertical to form the
pointer. As shown in the figure to the right,
Typical Bending of a Directional Tree
this bending might have been done all at
once by tying the tree down and using forked sticks to force the tree into the pointer shape of 902

degree bends. This would have had to occur when the tree was very
young, probably not more than an inch in diameter, when the tree
was more flexible. This probably occurred in the spring when the
sap was running so that the outer fibers of the tree did not break
from stresses. It is hard to contemplate how these trees were bent
without breaking them. Heat may have been applied to the bend
locations to make the tree more flexible. Today, furniture artisans
use heat and steam to bend wood into odd shapes for artistic
furniture. Maybe the Indians knew how to use heat long before
others tried it to create their artistic shapes.
The figure to the right shows a tree that was most likely modified
all at one time. In these trees, the trunk and vertical are about the
same size indicating having been bent simultaneously.
The second diagram on speculating how the trees were modified
may be the more common approach. In this one, the tree is bent at
90-degrees and left tied down long
enough for the tree to lock into the
horizontal position. During this time, the
branches were probably removed leaving
a clear horizontal member.

Typical Tree Possibly
Bent at One Time

Two possible methods may have been
used to create the vertical member. The
easiest is to allow one branch on the
upside of the tree to grow toward the sun
becoming the vertical pointer. Thus, the
horizontal member can be cut off just
beyond the vertical member so that a nose
could be formed on the horizontal
member. As can be observed, trees
naturally try to cover scars by growing
bark over the scars. The Indians probably
knew a way to enhance this growth to
create the nose section of the Marker
Tree.
Laura Hebler, who researched the Marker
Trees in MO in the 1950-1970’s,
interviewed a number of tribal elders who
told her how the trees were bent. She
created a diagram explaining how it was
done and how the nose was created. Her
diagram is shown on the next page.

Possible More Common Bending Approach
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The second method for creating the vertical was
probably grafting a branch to the horizontal
member to create the vertical. There may have
also been knowledge on how to cause a branch to
grow in a particular place on the horizontal
member. For the Burial Marker Trees, the
Indians added a vertical to represent each tribal
member’s grave that the tree was marking. They
probably grafted some of these vertical members
and allowed branches to grow for others. In some
cases, the Burials trees appear to have had a new
vertical added much later after the initial
bending. This new vertical represented the burial
of a family member years after the original
burials. As we have family plots in our
cemeteries today, the Indians seem to believe in
doing something similar.
The figure to the right shows a vertical member
much smaller that the tree trunk which probably
means the vertical was added later after the tree
had locked into its horizontal configuration.
For some of the directional trees, there was no
nose created. Rather, the horizontal member is
allowed to atrophy at some distance from the

Vertical Smaller than Trunk
vertical and either fall off or be broken off.
Sometimes the tree repairs the long nose and
grows over the broken off member or it just
creates a hole where the member broke off.
There may be an added message or purpose in
the long nose but there is no information that
explains this configuration.

Horizontal Beyond the Vertical Creating
Long Nose
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Stress Management by the Trees
Nature prefers plants and trees to grow
normally. For trees, they grow radially from
the center of the tree and add vertical growth at
the top of the tree. When a tree is culturally
modified and bent at 90-degrees, large stresses
to the outer fibers occur at the joint created by
bending. This is not natural and the tree works
to repair that problem over time.
In structural engineering design of buildings
and bridges, the designer adds gusset plates
welded at the joints to add sufficient material
to reduce the stresses at the joint and to handle
the momentum caused by any movement of the
Tree Adding Structure to Handle Stresses
joint. Without these gusset plates, the joint may
fail. Nature does the same except it repairs this problem over an extended amount of time. As can
be seen in the figure above, the tree has added growth to the underside of the horizontal bend and
growth on the upper side of the vertical thus reducing the stresses to a more normal level keeping
that joint from failing. Close observation of the tree growth can tell you a lot about what has
occurred in the life of the tree.
Speculation on Modifying Older Trees
In 2016, our research discovered that Marker Trees may have been planted in lieu of just selecting
a tree and bending it. Each Marker Tree was discovered to exist directly over an underground
stream of water. There maybe a
spiritual connection between
the water and the tree but that
has not yet been authenticated
by tribal elders. In fact, tribal
elders have told us knowledge
of the water and the tree
relationship is too spiritual to
share.
For larger trees located in a
place where a culturally
modified tree was needed, an
alternative bending method was
required to avoid breaking the
tree. The diagram shown to the
right is our interpretation of
what may have occurred. The
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bark of the tree might have been pealed back and the tree split longitudinally to allow it to bend
without breaking. After the tree was bent, the tree would naturally try and repair the hip joint to
protect the tree from disease and water intrusion. The bark would eventually grow back to cover
the split area.
Here are pictures of four trees from various states which this method may have been commonly
used by the Indians to modify a Marker Tree. Unfortunately, this method often opened the trees to
water intrusion and disease. Many of these trees die early in their life.

Speculation on the “4” Trees
The “4” Marker Trees are one of the most
commonly
found
modified
trees
nationwide. It appears that the knowledge
of how to modify a tree to create this
characteristic shape was commonly shared
among the many tribes of the Northern
Continent. The purpose of these trees is
commonly used to mark water sources.
However, they have been used for other
purposes including marking graves. The
pictures that follow show the widespread locations of this tree shape. Note that for all the “4” trees,
the nose is often different. This maybe a tribal cultural marking to identify the tree to a specific
tribe. In some of the noses, appurtenances are added and in rare cases, there are changes made to
make the nose look like a face of an animal.
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VA Tree
AR Tree
AL Tree

SC Tree
GA Tree
NY Tree

WV Tree
CT Tree
CO Tree
The speculation on how these type trees were created is shown in the diagram on the next page.
We think a branch was cut out of an existing tree and then the bark was opened on the tree to
become the Marker tree all the way to the cambium layer. The bark was then folded back over the
inserted branch and some means of securing that branch in place was done to allow it to become
part of the Marker tree. Possibly it was secured with material made from animal skins or rope from
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plants. A yoke stick may
also have been used to
prop up the branch
allowing it to grow into
the tree and become part
of it.
Looking at the typical “4”
trees in the pictures, one
can make the assumption
that the creating of the “4”
tree occurred early in the
life of the tree so that the
trunk, horizontal and
vertical arms are all about
the same size. The base
tree was probably less
that ten years old when
the “4” tree was created.
For some “4” trees used
to mark graves, the tree
seems to have been
created differently. Two
example trees from GA
and VA shown to the
right help to explain the
creation of this type tree.
It appears that the tree
was allowed to grow for
some time but that some
VA Tree
girdling of the tree
occurred about 4-5 feet
GA Tree
above the ground to
allow the tree below the girdling to grow normally and the tree above to be restricted. After some
period of time, the girdling was relaxed and the tree took on the appearance of a fat tree. The
horizontal and vertical arms were probably added later in the life of the tree as they are much
smaller than the trunk of the tree. These trees are marking two graves.
In 1969, Forest Wade wrote, Cry of the Eagle. His book covers the research he did in Forsyth
County GA on the Cherokee Indians that lived in that area. They were also known as the Redbank
Indians. In his book, he provided a sketch of some of the Trail Marker Trees he observed. One of
those shapes he called “Stunted Tree.” This appears to be similar to the trees above without the
“4” shape added.
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Forest Wade Marker Trees Categories from Cry of the Eagle
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Summary
Having not found a clear answer to how the Indian trees were modified, we are left to continually
speculate on the methods used and the skills it must have taken to create these unique shapes.
Perhaps, someday we will find the answer through forensic science in analyzing the growth rings
and internal patterns of the trees as well as the location where grafting may have been done to
create the various shape characteristics.
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